Costimulatory blockade of CD154-CD40 in combination with T-cell lymphodepletion results in prevention of allogeneic sensitization
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Sensitization is a critical unresolved challenge in transplantation. We show for the first time that blockade of CD154 alone or combined with T-cell depletion prevents sensitization. Allogeneic skin grafts were rejected by recipients treated with anti-αβ T-cell receptor (TCR), anti-CD154, anti-OX40L, or anti–inducible costimulatory pathway (iCOS) mAb alone with a kinetic similar to untreated recipients. However, the production of anti–donor MHC antibody was prevented in mice treated with anti-CD154 mAb only, suggesting a specific role for the CD154-CD40 pathway in B-cell activation. The impairment of T cell–dependent B-cell responses by blocking CD154 occurs through inhibiting activation of T and B cells and secretion of IFN-γ and IL-10. Combined treatment with both anti-CD154 and anti–αβ TCR abrogated antidonor antibody production and resulted in prolonged skin graft survival, suggesting the induction of both T- and B-cell tolerance with prevention of allogeneic sensitization. In addition, we show that the tolerance induced by combined treatment was nondeleterious. Moreover, these sensitization-preventive strategies promote bone marrow engraftment in recipients previously exposed to donor allografts. These findings may be clinically relevant to prevent allosensitization with minimal toxicity and point to humoral immunity as playing a dominant role in alloreactivity in sensitized recipients. (Blood. 2008;111:3266-3275) © 2008 by The American Society of Hematology

Introduction

Sensitization of patients to major histocompatibility complex (MHC) antigens is among the most critical challenges in clinical transplantation.1-3 Patients with preformed antibodies have higher rejection rates and inferior outcomes for bone marrow transplantation (BMT) and organ transplantation. Most patients with sickle cell disease and thalassemia who are candidates for BMT are sensitized due to chronic transfusion therapy.4 Similarly, in solid organ transplantation, allorejection mediated by preformed antibodies has recently been recognized as a major cause of graft loss in sensitized patients. Although 20% of candidates for renal transplantation are sensitized, they receive less than 3% of available organs.1 The increased use of ventricular assist devices as a bridge to cardiac transplantation also sensitizes these candidates to MHC alloantigens prior to transplantation.5 Methods to prevent sensitization would therefore have a broad therapeutic impact.3

The power of MHC-specific antibodies to destroy vascularized allografts within minutes following transplantation has been appreciated since 1969.6,7 Immunosuppressive drugs have been used to reduce the antibody response to allografts,8,9 but the toxicity associated with the chronic use of these drugs is a significant limitation. Moreover, long-term outcomes are still significantly inferior.10 Induction of mixed allogeneic chimerism has been demonstrated to confer donor-specific tolerance in the setting of allosensitization.8,11 However, to establish mixed chimerism in sensitized recipients, the immune barrier from allosensitization must be overcome.12-14

As the cellular and molecular mechanisms of allosensitization are defined, novel strategies to manipulate these effector pathways have emerged. Our recent work in developing a nonmyeloablative approach to establish chimerism in sensitized recipients found that humoral immunity poses a dominant barrier, with T-cell reactivity secondary, but still significant.12 The costimulatory molecule CD154 is expressed predominantly on activated CD4+ T cells.15 CD40, the receptor for CD154, is constitutively expressed on B cells.16 The CD154-CD40 interaction is required for effective activation of both T and B cells. CD40 engagement by its ligand, CD154, stimulates B-cell proliferation, differentiation, isotype switching, development of germinal centers, and immunologic memory.17 Therefore, we examined whether sensitization could be prevented at the time of exposure to allograft antigen by targeting these costimulatory molecule interactions.

We report here for the first time a novel, mechanistically based approach to prevent sensitization to MHC allopeptides. Blockade of CD154-CD40 interactions induced B-cell but not T-cell tolerance during skin grafting, indicating that blockade of CD154 dominantly impairs activation of adaptive humoral immunity. The addition of lymphodepletion using anti-αβ T-cell receptor (TCR) mAb to anti-CD154 mAb induced long-term T- and B-cell tolerance, evidenced by absence of antidonor antibody generation and acceptance of MHC plus minor antigen-disparate skin grafts. Blockade of CD154 inhibited both T- and B-cell activation and decreased production of IFN-γ and IL-10 in T cells. In addition, we show that combined treatment induces nondeleterious tolerance, as
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evidenced by rapid rejection of both secondary and primary prolonged skin grafts and no change in Vβ T-cell repertoire. These preventive treatments promoted the establishment of allogeneic chimerism in recipients initially exposed to donor alloantigens. These strategies may be clinically significant to prevent allosensitization with minimal toxicity, and focus attention on the previously underappreciated humoral arm of adaptive immune responses in vivo.

Methods

Animals

Male C57BL/6 (B6; H-2b) and BALB/cJ (BALB/c; H-2d) mice, B6 congenic CD154-deficient mice (Tnfsf5tm1Imx), and αβ TCR+ T-cell–deficient mice (C57BL/6-TcrxidMom[TCRβ−/−, H-2b]) were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Animals were housed in the barrier facility at the Institute for Cellular Therapeutics under specific pathogen–free conditions, and cared for according to National Institutes of Health guidelines.

Sensitization and preconditioning

B6, CD154−/−, or TCRβ−/− recipient mice were sensitized by skin grafts from BALB/c donors by a modification of the method described by Billingham.18,19 Grafts were scored by daily inspection for the first month and then weekly thereafter for rejection. Definition was accepted as complete when no residual viable graft could be detected.

Recipient B6 mice were pretreated intraperitoneally with mAbs of anti-αβ TCR (H57–597: hamster anti–mouse IgG; 100 µg on day 3) and anti-CD154 (MR-1: hamster anti–mouse IgG3; Bioexpress, Lebanon, NH; 0.5 mg on days 0 and 3), anti-inducible costimulatory pathway (ICOS) (7E.17G9 rat anti–mouse IgG2b; Bioexpress; 0.5 mg on day 4, 0.25 mg on days 6, 8, and 10), and anti-OX40L (RM134L: rat anti–mouse IgG2b; Bioexpress; 0.5 mg on day 4, 0.25 mg on days 2, 4, and 6) alone or in combination around time of skin grafting (day 0) from BALB/c. A total of 100 µg per mouse was determined to be required to deplete αβ TCR+ T cells,18 and the doses of anti-CD154, anti-ICOS, or anti-OX40L were chosen based on previous publications.20–22 Relevant amounts of hamster IgG (0.5 mg, days 0 and 3; Bioexpress) were used as an isotype control for anti-CD154 mAb.

Flow cross-match assay

Flow cross-match (FCXM) assays were performed as previously described.12 Sera were taken from mice up to 12 weeks following skin grafting. A total of 0.5 × 10^6 splenocytes from naive BALB/c mice were incubated with 5 µL serum for 30 minutes. Cells were washed and incubated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)–conjugated polyclonal goat anti-mouse Ig (Immunology Consultants Laboratory, Newberg, OR), followed by a second incubation with PE-conjugated anti–mouse CD4 plus CD8 (PharMingen, San Diego, CA). Levels of circulating alloantibodies were determined by FACScalibur (BD Biosciences), and analyzed using Cell Quest software (BD Biosciences). T effector and T central memory cells were identified as CD44(high)/CD62L(low)/ or CD44(high)/CD62L(high), respectively.

Statistical analysis

Data are presented as the average plus or minus the standard deviation (SD). The 2-tailed t test (2-sample, assuming unequal variances) was used to evaluate statistical differences. The difference between groups was considered significant at a P value less than .05.

Results

Humoral immunity is impaired in CD154−/− and TCRβ−/− mice

To determine the role of CD154 and αβ TCR T cells in allosensitization, MHC-disparate skin grafts were transplanted onto gene-deleted mice. CD154−/− mice rejected allogeneic skin grafts from BALB/c donors with a time course similar to wild-type B6 recipients (Figure 1A). TCRβ−/− mice accepted allogeneic skin grafts permanently (> 120 days). Donor-specific antibodies were not detected in either group after skin grafting (Figure 1B). Control B6 mice had significantly higher antibody titers after graft rejection.

To confirm that sensitization had been prevented, a second skin graft was transplanted 5 to 7 weeks after the first. Again, no donor-specific antibody was detected in the TCRβ−/− and CD154−/− mice. In contrast, high levels of antibody were present in B6 controls after rejection of second skin grafts (Figure 1B). CD154−/− mice rejected their second skin graft significantly more rapidly (8.6 ± 1.1 days; P = .01) than their first graft (Figure 1C), while TCRβ−/− mice accepted second skin grafts indefinitely. Therefore,
αβ TCR+ T cells play important roles both in allorejection and T cell–dependent B-cell activation, and the CD154-CD40 costimulatory pathway is critically important in B-cell activation for antibody generation.

Combined T-cell lymphodepletion and CD154 blockade prolong the survival of allogeneic skin grafts

We next examined whether blocking CD154-CD40 interactions in normal recipients would tolerize adaptive B- and T-cell responses that subsequently lead to acceptance of MHC-disparate allogeneic skin grafts. Recipient B6 mice received transplants of BALB/c skin grafts and were conditioned with: (1) anti-αβ TCR mAb; (2) anti-CD154 mAb; or (3) both mAbs at the time of skin grafting. More than 98% of αβ TCR+ T cells were depleted 3 days after anti-αβ TCR treatment (0.3% ± 0.05%) compared with αβ TCR+ T cells on day 0 (17.9% ± 2.8%). One-half of the αβ TCR+ T cells recovered within 15 days, and the population had fully recovered by 30 days (Figure 2A). Similar kinetics of T-cell recovery were observed in the mice treated with anti-αβ TCR combined with anti-CD154 (data not shown).

Donor skin grafts were rejected by untreated recipients with a median survival time (MST) of 13.2 plus or minus 1.5 days (Figure 2B). Recipients pretreated with anti-CD154 or anti-αβ TCR mAb alone rejected their skin grafts with a kinetic similar to untreated or hamster IgG–treated B6 controls (P > .05). Notably, 70.6% of allogeneic skin grafts were significantly prolonged in mice treated with both mAbs (n = 17; P < .001). Therefore, combined T-cell lymphodepletion and CD154 blockade prolonged the survival of MHC-disparate allogeneic skin grafts.

Blockade of CD154-CD40 and depletion of T cells prevents antidonor antibody production

We also measured the levels of antidonor antibody in manipulated mice. Blocking of CD154-CD40 interactions prevented the generation of antidonor antibody (Figure 2C). Antibody titers in mice treated with anti-CD154 mAb alone (MFI, 5.7 ± 3.4; P > .05) were only slightly higher than in naive mice (MFI, 3.7 ± 0.6). In contrast, mice treated with anti-αβ TCR mAb alone produced antidonor antibody at levels significantly greater (MFI, 50.3 ± 44.1; P = .03) compared with naive mice, but significantly lower (P < .001) than that in controls that received skin grafts but no mAb (MFI, 157.6 ± 65.7) or hamster IgG (MFI, 125.2 ± 53.0) treatment.

To test the long-term effect of mAb on prevention of allosensitization, the kinetics of donor-specific antibody titers was examined (Figure 2D). Sera were collected at weeks 4, 8, and 12 after skin graft placement and tested in FCXM assay. In 100% of recipients treated with anti-CD154 combined with anti-αβ TCR mAb (n = 12), antidonor antibody titers were not significantly elevated at week 8, and only 3 of 12 animals had higher antibody titers at 12 weeks. One of 9 mice treated with anti-CD154 mAb alone had slightly elevated antidonor antibody at week 8, and antibody titers increased to a MFI of 26.28 at 12 weeks after skin grafting. The remaining 8 recipients had antibody titers similar to that of naive controls. Antibody generation did not correlate with skin graft rejection, as those 3 mice treated with anti-αβ TCR plus anti-CD154 mAbs that had elevated titers exhibited skin graft prolongation. In

![Figure 1. TCR**αβ** and CD154**−/−** mice do not produce antidonor Ab, but only CD154**−/−** reject skin graft. BALB/c (H-2b) skin grafts were transplanted onto TCR**αβ** and CD154**−/−** mice (H-2b). At 5 to 7 weeks after the first skin graft, a second BALB/c skin graft was transplanted onto each mouse. Wild-type B6 (H-2b) mice served as controls. (A) Life table analysis of first skin graft survival. All animals were followed up to 120 days. MST was 12.4 (± 2.0) days for CD154**−/−** and 12.0 (± 2.4) days for wild-type B6 recipients and more than 120 days for TCR**αβ** mice. (B) Sera were collected 4 weeks after first and second skin grafts. Sera collected before the first skin graft served as a control. Sensitization was measured by FCXM assay on sera obtained at selected time points. Levels of circulating alloantibodies were determined by FACSCalibur, gating on the CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell fraction, and were reported as mean fluorescence intensity (MFI). Antibody titers were tested in TCR**αβ** and CD154**−/−** mice as well as B6 controls before placement of the donor skin graft (naive sera) or at 4 weeks after first and second skin graft. Data are presented as averages plus or minus SD. (C) Life table analysis of second BALB/c skin graft survival.
To exclude a nonspecific effect, we also tested whether blockade of ICOS or anti-OX40L (a member of the TNF superfamily expressed on activated B cells and antigen-presenting cells) would result in a similar outcome. B6 mice pretreated with either of these antibodies alone rejected BALB/c skin grafts with a kinetic similar to that of sensitized controls (Figure S1A). Recipients without mAb treatment (n = 8) or with control hamster IgG treatment (n = 5) served as controls. The grafts were monitored up to 140 days. (C) Antidonor antibody production after pretreatment with anti-αβ TCR mAb and/or anti-CD154 mAb. Peripheral blood was obtained on days 0 (before mAb treatment), 3, 15, and 30 after mAb treatment and was stained with PE-conjugated anti-CD19 or anti-OX40L antibodies alone rejected BALB/c skin grafts with a kinetic similar to B6 controls (Figure S1A, available on the Blood website; see the Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article). Recipients of both groups generated significantly higher levels of donor-specific Ab (Figure S1B). Moreover, inhibition of T-cell depletion with anti-αβ TCR to anti-ICOS or anti-OX40L neither prolonged the survival of allogeneic skin grafts nor prevented the generation of antidonor Ab (Figure S1A,B).

Disruption of CD154-CD40 signaling abrogates germinal center formation

The germinal center is a specialized microenvironment in which antigen-activated B cells proliferate and differentiate into plasma cells and memory B cells. Germinal center formation requires collaboration between activated T cells and B cells in this highly specialized site. Germinal center counts in spleens were performed in mice treated with anti-CD154 alone, anti-αβ TCR alone, or both mAbs 5 to 7 weeks after skin grafting. No germinal centers were generated in mice treated with anti-CD154 or anti-CD154 plus anti-αβ TCR, while those treated with anti-αβ TCR mAb alone generated germinal centers at levels similar to that of sensitized controls (Figure 3A). Although the numbers of germinal centers in anti-αβ TCR mAb treated mice were similar to that in sensitized controls, the size of the germinal center was significantly smaller. Moreover, the germinal centers in mice treated with anti-CD154 or anti-CD154 plus anti-αβ TCR mAbs appeared disrupted, as evidenced by the loss of the normal structure (Figure 3A).

CD154 blockade inhibits both T- and B-cell activation and decreases the expression of IFN-γ and IL-10 in T cells

We further evaluated the effect of anti-CD154 mAb on T- and B-cell populations and their phenotypes. There was no significant difference in absolute number of T cells (CD4+ or CD8+) and B cells (total, CD19+; immature, CD19+/CD24high/CD23low; and follicular, CD19+/CD24low/CD23high) between anti-CD154– and control IgG–treated groups at days 7, 15, or 25 after skin grafting (Figure 3B). However, anti-CD154 treatment resulted in a significant reduced activation of alloreactive T and B cells (Figure 3C); the percentage of CD8+/CD71+ was significantly lower at day 7, and the percentages of CD4+/CD71+ were significantly lower at days 7, 15, and 25 compared with control IgG–treated mice (P < .05). The percentages of CD19+/CD69+ at days 7 and 25 were significantly lower compared with control IgG–treated mice (P < .05). To determine effect of anti-CD154 treatment on T helper 1 (Th1) and Th2 cytokine production, intracellular IFN-γ and IL-10 expression was analyzed. As shown in Figure 3D, the IFN-γ expression in both CD8 and CD4 T cells was inhibited at day 7, and the inhibition reached significance (P < .01) at day 15 compared with the control IgG–treated group. The IL-10 expression was similar at day 7 between the 2 groups, but was significantly inhibited in mice treated with anti-CD154 at day 15 in both CD8 and CD4 T cells (Figure 3D). These data suggest that the generation of alloreactive T cells are inhibited by anti-CD154 treatment, which is consistent with a previous report,23,24 and that these effects are dependent on cytokine secretion.
Secondary skin graft survival and donor-specific Ab generation

Acceptance of a second skin graft from the same donor has been considered an important criterion for evaluating donor-specific tolerance. A second skin graft was therefore transplanted onto each of the following treatment groups 5 to 7 weeks after placement of the first graft: (1) anti-CD154 alone; (2) anti-αβ TCR alone; or (3) both mAbs. Mice without mAb treatment at the primary skin graft served as controls. All second skin grafts in mice treated with anti-CD154 alone or anti-αβ TCR alone at the time of first skin graft were rejected significantly more rapidly (*P < .05) than first skin grafts (Figure 4A vs Figure 2B). A total of 6 of 8 mice treated with both mAbs had the primary skin graft intact when the secondary skin graft was performed. Although survival of second skin grafts was slightly prolonged in mice treated with both mAbs, the second skin graft triggered the rejection of all first skin grafts in this group (Figure 4A).

We then tested the mice for production of antidonor antibodies after the second skin grafting (Figure 4B). With anti-CD154
mAb treatment alone, 6 of 7 mice generated antidonor antibody by 2 weeks after the second antigen challenge. Only 1 mouse in this treatment group maintained an unsensitized profile at 4 weeks. Mice treated with anti-αβ TCR mAb alone (n = 5) had higher antibody titers at 2 and 4 weeks after the second skin graft compared with the titers after the first graft. This humoral response was similar to mice that had received no mAb treatment at the time of the first skin graft. With combined mAb treatment, the antibody titers in 2 mice that had rejected their first skin graft increased from normal levels to more than 100 MFI at 2 weeks, and remained at high levels 4 weeks after the second graft. The other 6 mice in this group that had their first skin graft on at the time of placement of the second skin graft maintained nearly normal antibody titers (MFI of 2.5 to 5.9 at 2 weeks), and 4 mice maintained normal antibody titers 4 weeks after the second skin graft even though they had rejected both the first and second grafts. Moreover, the antibody levels were only slightly elevated in the 2 mice with first skin grafts on at the time of second skin grafting (MFI of 12.6 and 28.3, respectively). Therefore, blockade of CD154 combined with T-cell depletion inhibited generation of allogeneic antibody, even after a second antigen challenge. These data point to a dominant and critical role for CD154 interactions in generating humoral immune responses.

Anti-CD154 mAb alone or in combination with anti-αβ TCR mAb promotes allogeneic bone marrow engraftment in mice after the first skin graft

To confirm that anti-CD154 mAb treatment prevented the production of antidonor antibody after skin grafting, and that the addition of anti-αβ TCR to anti-CD154 treatment induced both T- and B-cell tolerance, we tested whether alloengraftment of bone marrow would occur in mice treated with mAb at the time of sensitization. BALB/c BMT was performed 5 to 7 weeks after B6 mice were treated with anti-CD154 mAb alone, anti-αβ TCR mAb...
alone, or both mAbs at the time of first skin grafting. Naive and sensitized B6 mice without mAb treatment or with hamster IgG treatment at initial skin grafting served as controls. Recipient mice were irradiated with 950 cGy and received transplants of 15 × 10⁶ or 80 × 10⁶ BALB/c BMCs (Figure 5A). Engraftment did not occur in mice treated with anti-αβ TCR mAb alone. As expected, sensitized controls did not engraft. In striking contrast, 89.5% mice treated with anti-αβ TCR plus anti-CD154 engrafted, and 75.0% of mice treated with anti-CD154 alone engrafted. Recipients pretreated with anti-ICOS or anti-OX40L mAb alone or in combination with anti-αβ TCR mAb did not engraft (Figure S1C). These data corroborate our prior findings that the B-cell compartment is dominant in allosensitization in vivo, and imply that the CD154-CD40 pathway is critical to sensitization.

Vβ expression in mice treated with anti-αβ TCR plus anti-CD154 mAbs and in chimeric mice

To further investigate the mechanism of tolerance induction in mice treated with combined anti-αβ TCR plus anti-CD154 mAbs, we evaluated the TCR-Vβ repertoire. Animals in this treatment group were compared with the chimeras prepared as described. BALB/c mice express I-E, resulting in the deletion of Vβ5.1/2+ and Vβ11+ T cells; B6 mice do not. In chimeric mice, marginally significant deletion of Vβ5.1/2+ and Vβ11+ subfamilies of CD8+ T cells occurred compared with naive controls (P = .02). There was a significant deletion of Vβ5.1/2+ and Vβ11+ subpopulations of CD4+ T cells in mixed chimeras compared with naive B6 mice (P < .001), indicating that Vβ5.1/2+ and Vβ11+ subfamily deletion occurred completely in CD4+ T cells and only partially in CD8+ T cells. This negative selection was specific, as deletion of Vβ6+ and Vβ8.1/2 subsets was not detected. In contrast, the Vβ repertoire in B6 mice treated with both anti-αβ TCR plus anti-CD154 resembled that for naive B6 mice (Figure 5B), and no deletion of any tested Vβ subfamily was not detected.

CD154 blockade selectively inhibits the generation of CD8+ effectors

The fact that CD154−/− mice and anti-CD154–treated wild-type mice did not mount antibody response to BALB/c skin graft, but rejected the graft, suggests a role of cell-mediated response. To investigate the role of CD154-CD40 interactions in generating effective T-cell response, B6 mice were treated with anti-CD154 mAb. The CD4+δδδδ/CD62Llow− effector T cells and CD44high/CD62Lhigh (central memory) T cells were enumerated in peripheral blood at various times after allo–skin grafting. CD8+ effectors were detected in controls starting at day 8 after graft placement and reached a peak at day 10, then decreased, reaching a level resembling naive mice at day 30 (Figure 6A,B). CD4+ effectors were not inhibited by blockade of CD154 (data not shown). The CD4+/CD4δδδδ/CD62Llow− population was significantly higher in the groups that received no mAb treatment (P < .05) or anti-CD154 treatment (P < .05) compared with naive mice (Figure 6C,D), but the difference of the levels of CD4+/CD4δδδδ/CD62Lhigh between the no mAb–treated group and the anti-CD154–treated group was significant (P < .05), suggesting that anti-CD154 partially inhibits the generation of CD4+/CD4δδδδ/CD62Lhigh cells. There were no significant changes in CD8+/CD8δδδδ/CD62Lhigh in mice treated with anti-CD154 at the initial skin grafting in comparison with naive and sensitized controls (data not shown).

Discussion

Sensitization to MHC alloantigens is a critical unresolved challenge in transplantation. As was highlighted in a recent...
CD154 BLOCKADE PREVENTS ALLOGENEIC SENSITIZATION

To prevent sensitization need to be developed. A clear definition of the pathways involved in generating adaptive immune responses in transplantation could have a significant therapeutic impact. Interactions between costimulatory ligands and their receptors are crucial for the induction and regulation of innate and adaptive immune responses and maintenance of self-tolerance. Stimulation of T cells and B cells through the antigen-specific receptor without engagement of costimulatory molecules can lead to anergy and/or apoptosis, resulting in prolonged graft acceptance. In the present studies, we have found that both T- and B-cell adaptive immune responses must be controlled to prevent sensitization to alloantigen and prolong graft survival in vivo, and show for the first time that selective blockade of CD154 dominantly impairs the generation of humoral immunity.

We first characterized the mechanisms of allosensitization using CD154−/− and TCRβ−/− mice. We found that antigen-specific Ab was not generated in CD154−/− mice after allogeneic skin graft rejection. However, skin graft rejection occurred with a normal kinetic, suggesting that T cells play a dominant and sufficient role in rejection of allogeneic skin grafts despite the fact that skin grafts induce production of significant amounts of alloantibody in wild-type recipients. Secondary grafts placed on these same CD154−/− recipients were rejected in an accelerated manner (P < .05) compared with the primary graft, suggesting that primed T cells were generated by rejection of the first skin graft. TCRβ−/− mice did not reject their first and second skin grafts, nor did they generate antigen-specific Ab, demonstrating that T cells play important dual roles in allorejection and in B-cell activation. Therefore, a deficiency in the CD154-CD40 pathway is not sufficient to block T-cell activation, although blocking CD154 exclusively and dominantly impairs generation of B-cell responses.

Based on our findings in CD154−/− and TCRβ−/− mice, we examined whether sensitization could be prevented at the time of exposure to alloantigen by blocking of CD154 with anti-CD154, depletion of αβ TCR+ T cells with anti-αβ TCR, or combining both antibodies. Skin graft survival was significantly prolonged in wild-type recipients treated with anti-CD154 plus anti-αβ TCR mAbs, while grafts were rejected with kinetics similar to untreated controls if they received either mAb alone. Treatment of recipients with anti-CD154 mAb or anti-CD154 plus anti-αβ TCR mAbs prevented generation of germinal centers, suggesting interruption of B-cell activation, while those treated with anti-αβ TCR mAb alone generated germinal centers at levels similar to sensitized controls. The critical role for the CD154-CD40 pathway in mediating humoral immunity was specific to this costimulatory pathway, since blockade of CD154 dominantly impairs the generation of humoral immunity.

The accelerated rejection of second skin grafts in both CD154−/− and anti-CD154–treated B6 mice suggests that memory T cells mediate this rejection. Notably, blockade of CD154 totally impaired the generation of CD8+CD44hi/CD62Llow effectors, but not CD4+CD44hi/CD62Lhi central memory phenotype cells. This finding may help to explain the mechanism for rejection of skin grafts in the mice lacking or blocking CD154, as CD4+ memory T cells can mediate allograft rejection. These findings may explain why combined anti-αβ TCR plus CD154 blockade is required to prolong skin graft survival in vivo. To understand the mechanism associated with the inhibition of T- and B-cell activation by blockade of CD154, we evaluated activation status and cytokine production. We have also found that anti-CD154–treated recipients had a significant reduction not only in IL-10– but also in IFN-γ–producing cells, suggesting that Th1 responses are inhibited. Therefore, the mechanisms of action for CD154 blockade may be more complicated for first and second graft rejection and for the dissociation T-cell tolerance (skin graft rejection) and B-cell tolerance (inhibition of Ab generation).

It has been hypothesized that costimulatory blockade plus lymphodepletion in the context of exposure to alloantigen induces apoptosis or censoring of alloreactive T cells. However, the fact that a second skin graft triggered the rejection of all prolonged first skin grafts in recipients suggests that the tolerance induced by this treatment does not occur by a deletional mechanism. There was no change in TCR-Vβ repertoire in these tolerant mice, making a central mechanism less likely. In contrast, TCR-Vβ3 and -Vβ11 deletion in CD4+ T cells was observed in all chimeras prepared with mice following sensitization-preventive treatment. These data confirm that central tolerance through clonal deletion of alloreactive T cells is the mechanism for tolerance induction in chimerism, but not in the nonchimeric mice.

The sensitized barrier has posed a formidable challenge for engraftment of BMCs in patients sensitized by transfusion therapy. Patients with hemoglobinopathies experience a higher rate of graft rejection, and significantly more conditioning is required to establish chimerism nonmyeloablative. In the present studies, we found that CD154 blockade promoted engraftment in recipients previously exposed to donor alloantigen. Notably, 75% of mice preconditioned with anti-CD154 mAb and 89.5% conditioned with both anti-CD154 plus anti-αβ TCR mAbs at the time of skin graft placement engrafted with a much lower BMC dose. These results confirm that CD154 blockade, with or without anti-αβ TCR mAb preconditioning prior to exposure to MHC alloantigen, abrogates the generation of a humoral response and confirm that sensitization can be prevented in vivo with costimulatory blockade. As expected, none of the sensitized recipients in the present studies prepared as controls engrafted. Similarly, the mice treated with anti-αβ TCR mAb also failed to engraft, confirming a
dominant role by the humoral barrier in rejection of transplanted BMCs as antidonor Ab generated after the initial skin graft rejection. In a mouse model of sensitization, we recently reported that the humoral arm of the immune response contributed dominantly to BM graft rejection by sensitized recipients in vivo. Although CD154-treated mice rejected their skin grafts, they behaved like unsensitized mice for engraftment of bone marrow, which further supports the dominant and previously unappreciated role for humoral immunity in sensitized recipients. Moreover, these preventative strategies used in recipients at the time of exposure to alloantigens promote the establishment of allogeneic engraftment of BMCs. These findings may be clinically relevant to preemptively prevent allosensitization.
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